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The post-pandemic order:
New visions for geopolitical competition
After fifteen months of business, finance, politics, and life unlike any other time in
modern history, a clearer picture emerges of where the United States and other
major societies, powers, and international relations now stand. Some changes
are for the better, some for the worse, as uncertainty continues for the near future
regarding the nature of U.S. relations and intensified strategic competition —
particularly with China.
From a U.S. vantage point, the country seems eerily different as most citizens
experience a deep desire for some measure of post-shutdown normalcy. And
in the international arena, a new U.S. president and administration bring new
policies, pronouncements, and perspectives to foreign diplomacy, commerce,
and global leadership.

The Biden Administration
President Joseph R. Biden is experienced in foreign policy, having served as
a longtime member and Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
As Vice President for eight years, he traveled to over fifty countries to meet top
officials. He also advised President Obama on visiting foreign leaders with whom
he was acquainted while serving as a Senator over decades.
Since foreign policy was not a major focus of the 2020 presidential debates,
White House observers were initially unable to comprehensively gage President
Biden’s foreign policy vision. However, the numerous statements, pronouncements, and positions of his top foreign policy advisors who are now serving in
the administration — especially Secretary of State Antony Blinken and National
Security Council (NSC) Advisor Jake Sullivan — offered keen initial insights into
what might emerge as President Biden’s vision for the U.S. and the world.
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Months into President Biden’s presidency, the White House has returned to the Paris Climate Agreement,
declared a renewed commitment to supporting the United Nations and especially the World Health Organization,
and is exploring the conditions under which the U.S. should return to the Iran Nuclear Agreement — all in sharp
opposition to President Trump’s policies. Yet on key global challenges, there is considerable continuity from
the Trump Administration to the Biden Administration — especially on U.S. policy towards China. For instance,
Secretary Blinken, at his Senate confirmation hearings, stated that President Trump was correct in his more
forceful responses towards China’s malign economic, diplomatic, and geopolitical actions and that China’s
repression of Muslim Uighurs in Xinjiang constitutes ethnic and cultural genocide.

Foreign power intelligence assessments
At an April hearing of the Senate Foreign Intelligence Committee, Director of National Intelligence (DNI)
Avril Haines described the current administration’s view of the China challenge:
“China increasingly is a near-peer competitor challenging the United States in multiple arenas, while
pushing to revise global norms in ways that favor the authoritarian Chinese system. China is employing
a comprehensive approach to demonstrate its growing strength and compel regional neighbors to
acquiesce to Beijing’s preferences, including its claims over disputed territory and assertions of
sovereignty over Taiwan. It also has substantial cyber capabilities that if deployed, can cause localized,
temporary disruptions to critical infrastructure inside the U.S. While China poses an increasingly
formidable challenge to the U.S. role in global affairs, it is worth noting that its economic, environmental,
and demographic vulnerabilities all threaten to complicate its ability to manage the transition to the
dominant role it aspires to in the decades ahead.”
Beyond the intelligence community, the bipartisan consensus in Washington has crystallized around the view
that the foreign and domestic policies of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) that control every aspect of
China’s government, economy, society, and military, poses the greatest threat to the world system since the
1991 demise of the Soviet Union that ended the Cold War.
The Biden Administration continues to consolidate personnel staffing to craft and implement fresh regional
and functional policies. The White House may be governed again under a more traditional leadership style,
yet President Biden is grappling not so much with an inheritance from President Trump as with what the
international arena would likely have delivered regardless of U.S. leadership.
At the strategic level, this will involve Europe, for which President Biden demonstrates a special affinity, especially
in the context of the NATO alliance, European Union (EU) values and norms, and broader trans-Atlantic interests
in promoting democracy, free trade, and abundant energy. This is key to understanding why President Biden’s
first planned official travels will be to London and Brussels — but not yet Berlin.
Germany is the EU’s most powerful economy, and Berlin’s decisions often carry outsized weight and influence
in all halls of the bureaucracy in Brussels. Yet the country is undergoing potentially transformative elections on
September 26, when Chancellor Angela Merkel retires after fifteen years at the helm of the country’s—and the
continent’s—political leadership. In the past decade, Germany has adopted an increasingly independent foreign
policy toward China, predicated on boosting its exports to China’s massive consumer market. Additionally,
Germany has entered an agreement with Russia to build the Nord Stream 2 pipeline which doubles German’s
energy capacity (and its dependence on Moscow). With the Green Party leading in current polls, Berlin could
move toward a more dedicated ecological agenda that is opposed to fossil fuels, willing to call out China’s
human rights abuses and advance a more forceful German role in global affairs.
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U.S. leadership will also engage with Russia under President Vladimir Putin. To a lesser degree, yet still
influentially for U.S. and Western decision-makers, Russia continues to effectively punch above its economic
strength at the geostrategic level, due largely to Putin’s disruptive and resurgent policies in Europe, the Middle
East, and northern Africa. A key objective of the U.S. in the years ahead, especially in a post-Putin era, could
be to seek to engage Moscow to drive a wedge between Russia and China, which in recent years have forged
a tighter tactical partnership. But that date is yet far into the future.
At that same Intelligence Committee hearing, DNI Avril Haines explained how the Biden Administration
views Russia:
“Moscow will continue to employ a variety of tactics to undermine U.S. influence and erode Western
alliances. While Russia does not want a conflict with the United States, Russian officials have long
believed that Washington is seeking to weaken Russia, and Moscow will use a range of tools to pursue
its objectives, including mercenary operations, assassinations, and arms sales. It will also employ new
weapons and cyber capabilities to threaten the United States and its allies, and seeks to use malign
influence campaigns, including in the context of U.S. elections, to undermine our global standing, sow
discord, and influence U.S. decision-making. Russia is becoming increasingly adept at leveraging its
technological prowess to develop asymmetric options in both the military and cyber spheres to give
itself the ability to push back and force the United States to accommodate Russia’s interests.”
Because of its new approach towards Iran, the Biden Administration’s foreign policy planning will involve the
Middle East and a recalibration of relations with both Saudi Arabia and Israel.
According to the April 2021 Annual Threat Assessment of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence,
the U.S. intelligence community expects that Iran “will take risks that could escalate tensions” and threaten
U.S. interests in the Middle East. Specifically, Iran is projected to present:
“a continuing threat to U.S. and allied interests in the region as it tries to erode U.S. influence. Although
Iran’s deteriorating economy and poor regional reputation present obstacles to its goals, Tehran will try
a range of tools — diplomacy, expanding its nuclear program, military sales and acquisitions, and proxy
and partner attacks — to advance its goals.”
Unsurprisingly, all these issues will fall under a secondary rubric in the shadow of the axis of the U.S.-China
relationship, which forms the foundation of the post-shutdown global system and around which all other strategic
and intermediate challenges will likely revolve indefinitely.
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China — A global powerhouse bolder than ever
after COVID
Overall, Beijing may have already embarked on an audacious strategy for strategic decoupling. This report in
prior editions has assessed similar steps in recent years. Since the COVID pandemic and China’s attendant loss
of global stature for its opaque mishandling of the initial outbreak, General Secretary Xi Jinping has been far more
deliberate about his intentions to decrease China’s dependency on the world, while making the world increasingly
dependent on his nation’s economy. Xi seems to have decided that a global posture of demonstrating benign
intentions, while hiding its true growth capabilities as it accumulated and exerted regional geopolitical power,
was no longer effective. Many CCP leaders agree with Xi that today, China can better secure its objectives when
it is feared than when it is admired.
In 2020, after the initial Q1 economic shock of the COVID outbreak to China’s domestic economy and global
export markets, Xi accelerated the pace and breadth of China’s regional and global geopolitical ambitions —
especially curbing dissent in Hong Kong and thwarting international recognition of Taiwan.
Beyond its immediate theater, China has also stepped up its incursions into the East China Sea, especially near
Japanese and South Korean territorial airspace and waters, and into the territory of its historic Asian rival India,
with military clashes at many checkpoints along their 2,100 mile Himalayan border, as Chinese soldiers last year
clubbed Indian troops to death in hand-to-hand combat.

China’s increasing maritime and territorial claims against 17 Asian neighbors
generates more uncertainty in the world’s wealthiest and most populous region
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At a mid-April hearing of the House Armed Services Committee, U.S. Africa Commander General Stephen
Townsend revealed that a Chinese naval base near the southern entrance to the Red Sea is now large enough
to support a Chinese aircraft carrier and up to four nuclear-powered attack submarines. Beijing built the
commercial deep-water “support facility” in 2017 in the eastern African nation of Djibouti, near U.S. and French
military facilities. Its stated purposes for building the base were for anti-piracy missions off the coast of Somalia
in the Gulf of Aden and responding to accidents at sea.
Beijing later converted the facility into China’s first overseas military base, and an aircraft carrier capability now
potentially allows the navy of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to project power outside China’s
traditional operation areas in the East and South China Seas — far across the maritime superhighway of the Indian
Ocean. General Townsend informed the Congressional committee that Beijing is now seeking additional basing
opportunities in other African countries. Chinese-built ports in Mauritania, directly east of the Caribbean Sea and
in heavily-indebted Angola, directly east of Brazil and rich in oil and natural gas, could be converted into naval
facilities hosting Chinese submarines or aircraft carriers — challenging U.S. economic and security interests
across the Atlantic Ocean.
China has also declared a de facto trade war with Australia via a punitive economic coercion policy. After the
Canberra government called for an independent investigation into the origin of the 2019 COVID outbreak in
Wuhan, Beijing instituted a massive boycott of coal, timber, wine, and foodstuffs worth up to $20 billion destined
for the massive Chinese consumer market. More than one hundred countries have since backed that call for an
independent investigation, but Australia has suffered the sharpest reaction from Beijing. Australia has also been
among the first countries to ban Chinese telecom giant Huawei from next-generation networks and block foreign
investment in critical national infrastructure by Chinese companies with Communist Party ties.
After Canberra’s late April decision to withdraw from China’s Belt Road Initiative (BRI) global infrastructure
program, and the British Parliament’s declaration that Beijing is carrying out an ethnic and cultural genocide
against its Uighur Muslim minority, the government of New Zealand — also a British Commonwealth member —
announced it would not expand its “Five Eyes” intelligence-sharing operations against China. The intelligence
alliance of the U.S., U.K., Canada, Australia, and New Zealand — the most powerful in the world — had drafted
a common statement criticizing China’s human rights abuses and the suppression of democratic dissent in
Hong Kong. Beijing’s policy of economic persuasion towards Wellington, embodied in the recent upgrading
of New Zealand’s China Free Trade Agreement, will help its vulnerable $200 billion economy — which is highly
dependent upon access to the Chinese market — recover from the COVID recession.
Across the Pacific, several Latin American countries, such as Peru, Ecuador, and Chile, have charged China
with illegal fishing in their exclusive economic zones’ territorial waters. One environmental organization charged
that in December, a Chinese fishing fleet of 400 vessels was pillaging for squid near the pristine waters of the
Galapagos Islands. In Africa, countries such as Kenya, Angola, Tanzania, and Zambia have sought to extricate
their national projects from Chinese BRI railway and other infrastructure agreements that have rocked their
economies with billions of dollars in debt they are unable to repay amid COVID pandemic recessions.
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China’s Belt Road Initiative seeks to re-route and dominate future supply chains in
countries whose location, ports, and markets are critical to Beijing’s international
trade objectives
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Almost all of China’s geopolitical and diplomatic dilemmas with countries in Asia, Europe, Latin America, and
Africa have nothing to do with the U.S., but with the perception that Beijing’s provocative behavior is alone at
fault. Yet it is to Washington that much of the world again now looks for global leadership in meeting China
head-on. But to succeed, the question becomes: Can the U.S. lead the future innovation and application of
21st-century technologies?
President Biden, as did President Trump before him, sees in Xi a bold and sometimes overconfident rival who
views the U.S. as his country’s main geopolitical and ideological adversary. Most policy planners in Washington
do not believe that Beijing actively seeks a war with the U.S. — but that the Chinese Communist Party has
staked out an increasing number of red lines that could rapidly deteriorate U.S.-China relations to the point of
conflict. America’s political and military leaders have no choice but to effectively prepare for that possibility,
however unwelcome.
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The National Security Council’s (NSC) China team is led by Kurt Campbell, former Assistant Secretary of
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs under President Obama. In a 2019 policy essay with his new boss
Jake Sullivan, Campbell said that “there is growing consensus that the era of engagement with China has come
to an unceremonious close.” Campbell and his NSC China Director, Rush Doshi, wrote in late 2020 that a new
U.S. strategy for the Indo-Pacific region would include the need for an Asian balance of power (an order that
Asian countries recognize as legitimate) and an allied partner coalition to address China’s challenge to both.
In fact, the Biden Administration has to date adopted a “whole-of-government” approach to wrestling with
multiple China issues, as nearly every NSC office — from technology to international economics to global
health — has been tasked to incorporate China into their policy research, analysis, and recommendation
processes. FBI Director Christopher Wray at an April Senate Intelligence Committee hearing shared his
agency’s concern over China’s continued “economic espionage” inside the U.S. The FBI has 2,000 open
investigations tying back to the Chinese government, and illegal Chinese financial activity within the U.S.
economy has increased 1,300% since early 2020. According to Director Wray, “We’re opening a new [FBI]
investigation into China every 10 hours” for technology thefts, such as U.S. corn-growing techniques and the
formula for coating the inside of Coca-Cola cans.

The White House has adopted a “whole-of-government” approach to wrestling with
multiple China issues with nearly every NSC office tasked to incorporate China into
their policy research, analysis, and recommendation processes.
Nonetheless, many U.S. companies and investors remain eager to invest and expand their operations in China,
despite the growing geopolitical and trade tensions with Washington. At the January 2021 World Economic
Forum in Davos, Xi appealed directly to U.S. and global business executives, encouraging their investment in
China — calling for greater trade cooperation and pushing back against mounting calls in the U.S. and Europe
for economic decoupling. These directions were reinforced after a tense public exchange between the U.S.
and Chinese diplomatic delegations when they met in Alaska in March, after a U.S. invitation to meet with their
Chinese counterparts halfway between Washington and Beijing.
In January, the CCP’s highest-ranking diplomat, Yang Jiechi, had promoted China’s current investment climate
before an audience of U.S. business leaders. He also informed his audience of Beijing’s pronounced refusal to
accept the Trump Administration’s years-long criticisms of Chinese policies regarding human rights in Tibet and
Xinjiang, the capture of Hong Kong’s legal system, and ongoing threats against Taiwan. Yang urged the business
executives to persuade the incoming Biden Administration to reverse the Trump policies.
In February, NSC Advisor Sullivan stated that the U.S. was prepared to “impose costs for what China is doing in
Xinjiang, what it is doing in Hong Kong, for the bellicosity and threats that it is projecting towards Taiwan.” At the
March Alaska meeting with Sullivan and Secretary Blinken, it was Yang who again denounced U.S. domestic
and international policies. Yang made clear again that Beijing viewed China’s core interests — Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Tibet, and Xinjiang — as non-negotiable red-line issues and solely China’s internal affairs. The Biden
Administration seems unmoved, continuing to use a full range of tariffs and sanctions imposed by the Trump
Administration against Chinese economic practices Washington considers predatory. Just prior to the Alaska
meeting, the White House sanctioned dozens of Chinese officials over manipulation of the electoral system
in Hong Kong. President Biden also deployed the Global Magnitsky Act against two CCP officials “in response
to serious human rights abuse against members of ethnic and religious minority groups in Xinjiang.”
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America’s singular external challenge across multiple dimensions is bipartisan
geopolitical concern in Congress that U.S. and China will remain in a great power rivalry.
Several weeks later, President Biden sent to Taiwan an unofficial U.S. delegation comprised of former officials,
in a show of support for its democratic system. To make it harder for China to obtain U.S. technology, the
administration also sanctioned three Chinese companies and four branches of China’s National Supercomputing
Center for building supercomputers to help the Chinese military. According to Commerce Secretary Gina
Raimondo, “supercomputing capabilities are vital for the development of many — perhaps almost all — modern
weapons and national security systems, such as nuclear weapons and hypersonic weapons,” adding that the
administration would use “the full extent of its authorities to prevent China from leveraging U.S. technologies to
support these destabilizing military modernization efforts.”
Both houses of Congress have equally strong geopolitical concerns about China. The mindset has been
reorganized around the principle that the U.S. and China will remain in a great power rivalry that is now the
nation’s singular external challenge across multiple dimensions. In April, Democratic and Republican leaders of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee introduced the “Strategic Competition Act,” to bolster U.S. diplomatic
strategy, economic countermeasures, technology competitiveness, and military capabilities against China’s
expanding global influence.
“China is strategic competition — not because that is what we want or what we have tried to create but because
of the choices that Beijing has and is making,” said Chairman Robert Menendez. “China today is challenging the
United States and international community across every dimension of power — political, diplomatic, economic,
innovation, military, even cultural — and with an alternative and deeply disturbing model for global governance.”
The committee’s senior Republican, Senator Jim Risch, added that “the issues facing us today in foreign policy,
and perhaps for the entire 21st century, are going to be China, China, and China.”
The bill seeks to confront Beijing’s behavior by tracking Chinese intellectual property violators, using government
subsidies, circumventing U.S. export controls, and monitoring Chinese companies present in U.S. capital markets.
The bill would also expand the scope of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS),
which reviews foreign investment and real estate transactions by foreign investors in the U.S. for potential national
security risks. Many of the economic countermeasures are in line with the recommendations of the U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission to impose increasingly stringent limits on Beijing’s ability to invest in
the U.S., influence fiscal policy, and compromise the integrity of U.S. national security.

“China is strategic competition — not because that is what we want or what we have
tried to create but because of the choices that Beijing has and is making.”
Additionally, Senate Majority Leader Charles Schumer introduced bipartisan legislation to establish a new national
Directorate for Technology at the National Science Foundation, to strengthen U.S. leadership in critical technology
areas through innovation, research, commercialization, and education and ensure that the U.S. maintains its
competitive edge in technologies of the future. The “Endless Frontier Act” would be funded at $100 billion over
the next five years to fund research, including artificial intelligence and machine learning, semiconductors,
quantum computing, advanced communications technology, cybersecurity, and synthetic biology at ten new
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regional technology hubs nationwide. The bill would also establish a Supply Chain Resiliency and Crisis Response
Program at the Commerce Department to monitor U.S. and global supply chain vulnerabilities and incentivize
private sector investments to diversify supply chains critical to national security.
Possible additional legislative initiatives under consideration, especially by China hawks of both parties, include:
denying U.S. government industrial policy support to any companies working with CCP-tied companies; requiring
the Treasury Department to annually report on U.S. private investment in competing production in China, and on
U.S. investment support for Chinese production elsewhere in the world; banning U.S. investment in Chinese firms
determined by the State Department to be tied to organ harvesting or genocide, or which have violated U.S. laws
on intellectual property protections; and expanding the Commerce Department’s export controls to China since
2018 to include foundational and emerging technologies — with the goal of fully expunging the CCP from critical
U.S. technology supply chains.

Taiwan — Geopolitical lynchpin
to Asian balance of power
The White House and Congress are also negotiating how best to deter Beijing from proceeding with possible
kinetic military operations against Taiwan — after Xi’s January 2019 public threat of forcible unification, and
especially after the end of the “one country, two systems” policy towards Hong Kong upon its 2020 coerced
absorption into China’s legal system.
Taiwan poses several dilemmas for Beijing. Its free-market democratic system sharply contrasts with China’s
techno-authoritarian governance model. In Taiwan, ethnically Chinese citizens prosper under political freedoms
secured by a government that uses technology not to oppress its citizens but to empower them. Yang Jiechi
stated to then-Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in June 2020 that “there is only one China in the world, and
Taiwan is an inalienable part of China. The one-China principle is the political foundation of China-U.S. relations.”
For Beijing, a successfully prosperous and democratic Taiwan represents a constant existential threat and a
rival to the legitimacy of CCP rule over a single China.
Taiwan is the lead manufacturer of the world’s most advanced semiconductors for the near future, presenting
a significant political and economic hurdle to Chinese worldwide geopolitical and technological ambitions.
Taiwan’s peerless leadership position in the global semiconductor supply chain is critical to manufacturing
almost all technological products, including military systems. This serves to magnify China’s inordinate
dependence on semiconductor imports from Taiwan and the U.S. for its own advanced industrial sector. The
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company alone manufactures 55% of the world’s chips and 90% of all
advanced chips. International markets more clearly understand that if Taiwan were to be disabled by a Chinese
invasion, or effectively isolated under Beijing’s control as Hong Kong now has become, the loss of advanced
computer chip manufacturing would roil the global economy. In early May, NSC Director Kurt Campbell told a
group of global corporate executives that a China-Taiwan clash would not be geographically contained, “would
broaden quickly and fundamentally trash the global economy in ways I don’t think anyone can predict.”
In many ways, Taiwan is the geopolitical lynchpin to effective power projection throughout the Pacific Rim
region. Independent since 1949, it is only one hundred miles off China’s central coast, at the nexus of the
southern tip of the Japanese archipelago and the northern tip of the Philippine archipelago. Its central strategic
location bolsters U.S. and allied efforts to prevent the Chinese Navy and Air Force from freely accessing the
Western Pacific’s waterways and airspace during a diplomatic crisis or military conflict. As part of the “first island
chain” that encircles the Chinese coast, Taiwan would be geopolitically priceless to Beijing if under its control.
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Taiwan is the lead manufacturer of the world’s most advanced semiconductors for the
near future, presenting a significant political and economic hurdle to Chinese worldwide
geopolitical and technological ambitions.
To defend against growing Chinese military threats, Taiwan has built up a robust deterrent posture. For decades,
its missiles were comprised mostly of defensive systems to deter an invasion or smaller raids on its several tiny
islands. In response to Beijing’s escalating threats in the past decade, Taipei has been developing and deploying
advanced long-range deep-strike missile systems, produced domestically, or procured from the U.S. and other
leading manufacturers. This “layered deterrence” concept would attempt to devastate multiple mainland bases
and facilities and render any Chinese invasion of Taiwan as politically and economically painful as possible.

Taiwan has built a robust deterrent posture to defend against growing
Chinese military threats
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Most CCP officials believe that Washington would not actively defend Taiwan in the event of a conflict. A U.S.
victory will be increasingly elusive against a constantly modernizing Chinese military within its own theater of
operations, thousands of miles from supply lines and military logistics based in Hawaii and the continental U.S.
Still, clear-eyed Chinese military experts know that any amphibious assaults by their nature are extraordinarily
difficult, and that a Chinese invasion of heavily defended Taiwan would be one of the largest, most complex,
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and costliest amphibious assaults in history. If Beijing can instead convince Taipei that its defeat is inevitable, and
the Taiwanese people that their future is inescapably connected with mainland China, all while holding the U.S.
military at bay, then it can seek to negotiate a unification agreement with Taipei on CCP terms. Xi’s strategy is
therefore to vastly increase the level of military power China projects in the Taiwan Strait to persuade U.S. officials
and the American public that any defense of Taiwan is ultimately a lost cause.
Beijing has deployed a mix of coercion and incentives, and recent military activities around Taiwan reflect this.
Beijing’s “anaconda strategy” seeks to demoralize Taiwan’s government and society by attrition — probing
relentlessly near or even within Taiwan’s territorial waters and airspace, requiring a military on constant (and
expensive) high-alert. U.S. credibility in defense of Taiwan is therefore essential to assuring regional allies that
security guarantees are ironclad. Otherwise, Japan, South Korea, and U.S. allies in southeast Asia may seek
to accommodate China’s economic and political dominance and its demands for Asian and Pacific regional
hegemony — or pursue nuclear weapons for independent deterrence.
The status of Taiwan is, therefore, a key indicator of the geopolitical balance of power in Asia. This is the basis
for Washington’s decades-long policy of “strategic ambiguity,” regarding the U.S. defense commitment to
Taiwan’s independence. President Biden has been urged to more clearly commit to an automatic U.S. military
response to any attack on Taiwan. To date, the U.S. has rejected that recommendation as non-credible and
unduly provocative towards Beijing. Nonetheless, a possible conflict between Taiwan and China poses a
strategic dilemma of the greatest magnitude for any U.S. president. The White House is supporting Congressional
passage of the $27 billion Pacific Deterrence Initiative through 2027 to provide the U.S. military with the ability
to accelerate deployment of additional intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities; to
enhance regional air and missile defense; and to deploy even more long-range, precision-guided weapons
in and near Taiwan and better achieve effective deterrence of China’s military. The primary objective is to
provide the U.S. with the “ability to preserve stability, and if needed, dispense and sustain combat operations
for extended periods.”

Russia — “Supremely disruptive” in attempting
to destabilize western markets
The U.S. response to China’s aggressive stance towards Taiwan is very closely monitored by Russian President
Putin and his military advisors, as they constantly probe simultaneously into occupied Ukraine and the Black
Sea — gauging U.S. and allied NATO resolve in Europe just as Beijing undertakes similar provocations in the
Pacific Rim.
During the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics, Putin ordered the invasion of the Black Sea republic of Georgia.
Given the lack of strategic interest, the global West opted not to thwart that campaign. Thirteen years later,
10,000 Russian troops are deployed at five bases in Georgia. Beijing may be studying that Russian campaign
for possible kinetic engagement in Taiwan after the February 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics. The striking
distinction is the overarching U.S. and allied interest in a secure and independent Taiwan, whose regional
and global strategic importance exceeds those of Ukraine and Georgia.
Putin recently warned Ukraine against considering any counter-offensive to weaken or expel Russian forces
in the eastern autonomous region of the country. The massive military buildup of 100,000 Russian troops along
Ukraine’s eastern border and in the Black Sea, the largest since the 2014 annexation of Crimea, demonstrated
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Moscow’s ability and sheer will to intervene inside Ukraine to protect ethnic Russian civilians and to assert
greater sovereignty over Ukrainian territory and national waters. Even as the immediate threat of a Russian
invasion has subsided, Moscow maintains a sizable invasion-ready force along Ukraine’s border. Key to
Moscow’s future intentions is the level of military assets Putin has quietly left behind and precisely where they
are now positioned. Pre-staging and permanent infrastructure buildout, under the cover of exercises, can help
Moscow strike nimbly and suddenly into Ukraine as needed in the future — with little Western or international
advance notice.
Moscow has since announced the closure of the northeastern quadrant of the Black Sea until October under
the pretext of prolonged military exercises. The narrow Kerch Strait into the Sea of Azov is a critical sea lane for
Ukraine’s sea-based exports, and therefore for its economic and military well-being. The area is also logistically
vital to Russia’s continued occupation of Crimea, allowing the resupply of Russian troops and naval forces based
there. President Biden issued stern warnings to Putin, but also made clear that the U.S. will not fight a war with
Russia over Ukraine — a geopolitical message that Beijing is dissecting for possible application in Taiwan.
The latest U.S. intelligence assessments view Russia not as a declining power, but as a preeminent threat in
Europe, the Middle East, and northern Africa, as well as in the Western Pacific and Arctic regions. Under Putin,
Russia has become a supremely disruptive force in world politics. It has the ability to shape global events as a
major player in a new multi-polar international order.
Though clearly a military heavyweight, Russia is unable to compete against the other two superpowers — the
U.S. and China — in the economic sphere. It could build significantly greater economic influence if it focused
more sharply on internal development and efficiencies. For instance, in addition to supplying much of the
world — especially Europe and China — with oil and gas, Russia is the world’s largest exporter of grain and
is able to sell nuclear power plants, high-tech weaponry, construction materials, advanced mining equipment,
and critical resources such as nickel, diamonds, palladium, platinum, and copper, all at scale. The U.S.
Geologic Survey estimates that Russia’s Arctic region contains more than 10% of the global oil and 30%
of the global natural gas that remains to be exploited.
Consolidating Russia’s powerful military capacity and vast economic potential will remain Putin’s strategic
priorities as he plans for long-term rule in Moscow. He remains obsessed with what he considers to be the
historical and geographical provocations of extended NATO membership to the three Baltic states, and
especially the prospect of a membership invitation to Ukraine, which he is utterly determined to prevent.
In early April, Putin signed into law legislation approved by Russian voters in July 2020, allowing him to run
for two additional terms as President. The 68-year old leader could potentially run the Russian government
until 2036. What is unclear is the extent to which he might one day refresh his strategic approach towards
Ukraine and Europe — the geopolitical regions of greatest interest to him — especially to enhance economic
and commercial ties that benefit his citizens, business allies, and the national economy.
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European Union — Caught in the middle
of a tri-power struggle
The European Union (EU) will be dependent upon Russian energy for the near future, a critical foundation for
continued Russian-EU trade relations. Germany especially will remain an enduring energy partner if the Nord
Stream 2 natural gas pipeline system is soon completed. Many of Germany’s European neighbors oppose the
pipeline, which will double Berlin’s energy dependence on its greatest security threat, as well as deny many
eastern European countries the valuable transit fees from the existing energy pipeline grid connecting Russian
to European markets.
The pipeline deal is considered so urgent in Germany that Merkel was willing to commit to a $1 billion purchase
of U.S. natural gas last year to assuage the Trump Administration — angry that it was spending tens of billions
annually to station U.S. troops in Germany against a Russian threat while Berlin was actively expanding energy
and commercial ties with Moscow. Merkel has long viewed Russia as a troublesome and even threatening
country with which Berlin must nonetheless come to terms, given its geographic proximity, overwhelming size,
and military power. Even as German citizens profess a greater adherence to the protection of democratic
freedoms and human rights, Berlin’s leaders have adopted a course reflecting the ruthless reality of Russia’s
geopolitical provocations.
More broadly, the EU has imposed a series of sanctions on Moscow and senior government officials for its
annexation of Crimea, invasion of eastern Ukraine, and human rights abuses. Yet these have had little meaningful
effect on Russian malevolent behavior, especially since wealthier Russians are able to circumvent restrictions by
purchasing passports from EU members Cyprus and Malta.
Parallel to the EU, Germany’s foreign policy priorities almost always align with the industrial sector’s exportdriven objectives within Europe and especially to Asia. As a result, Berlin is expected to forge closer trade and
investment ties with not only Russia but also China, whose market is important to German high-value products
such as automobiles, advanced industrial machinery, and chemicals. The German-led push to conclude the
EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI) in December — with minimal consultation with the
incoming Biden Administration — was supposed to loosen Beijing’s stringent rules on foreign investors and
open that vast Asian market to EU companies.
In March, the EU imposed sanctions on four Chinese officials involved in Beijing’s treatment of its Uighur
population in the Xinjiang province, triggering a furious response from Beijing — including counter sanctions
that targeted several high-profile members of the European Parliament, three members of national parliaments,
two EU committees, and a number of China-focused European academics. By early May, EU officials clarified
that the deteriorated relations between Brussels and Beijing mean the trade agreement ratification is suspended
indefinitely. Shortly thereafter, the European Commission proposed regulations blocking foreign companies
from EU acquisitions or public contracts if they benefit from government subsidies. The new rules don’t name
China, but Chinese state-owned enterprises are the primary target.
The Biden Administration applauded the EU sanctions, but Berlin and Paris are viewing their respective relations
with Beijing far differently than Washington. Just as President Biden prepares for his first European trip with
meetings in London and Brussels, Chancellor Merkel and French President Emanuel Macron are planning the
first joint Franco-German trip to Beijing, intending to preserve and sustain the EU’s relationship with China in the
post-Merkel era. They are also messaging to Washington that the U.S. does not have a monopoly on high-level
talks with Beijing.
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The EU seeks to craft its own policy rather than play a secondary role in the Biden Administration’s great power
competition strategy. German Defense Minister Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer explained in a May interview: “The
question is not at all whether Europe will be crushed between the Americans and the Chinese — the far bigger
challenge is whether Europe will have any role at all.” Berlin will also be focused on how best to balance domestic
calls for greater human rights accountability for China with the desire to maintain strong trade ties, considering
that since 2016 China is Germany’s top trading partner and supplier.
In a post-Brexit EU, London’s exclusion from the traditional “E3” format of German, France, and the United
Kingdom together shaping the high-stakes direction of the bloc will further complicate U.S.-EU relations. The
Biden Administration contends it has reached out dynamically towards Europe, especially after a more tumultuous
relationship under the Trump Administration. Secretary of State Blinken has traveled twice to Brussels to reassure
EU members that their chosen course in relations with Beijing will be respected in Washington. Defense Secretary
Lloyd Austin traveled to Germany to reaffirm the U.S. security commitment to NATO.

“The question is not at all whether Europe will be crushed between the Americans and
the Chinese — the far bigger challenge is whether Europe will have any role at all.”
The Biden Administration’s return to the Paris climate accord, the World Health Organization, and the UN Human
Rights Council have been applauded by most EU leaders, as are endeavors to resolve long-running trade
disputes. But German and French officials are skeptical about President Biden’s determination to push back
against Chinese malign actions abroad and at home. The upcoming G7 summit will test the durability of U.S.-EU
trans-Atlantic unity towards China, especially if Berlin and Paris perceive they must compensate for Washington’s
stronger tone with a more accommodating approach.
The China policy debate among the U.S., the EU, its leading members Germany and France, and its former
member the U.K. — all NATO members as well — will continue, given their diverse strategic objectives. The U.S.
and the EU are united in what they seek to uphold, especially international law, democracy, and human rights
under a Biden Administration — even as Brussels strives for independent China and Russia agendas. At the other
end of the debate, however, Beijing and Moscow are very much united against a U.S.-led and EU-supported
liberal rules-based international order.
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Iran — Continued malign activities may preclude
peaceful negotiations
A similar disagreement over geopolitical strategy is found in Western dealings with Iran, further complicating
trans-Atlantic diplomatic and commercial cooperation. The Trump Administration’s four years of relentless
“maximum pressure” on Iran has left the theocracy in its most fragile economic – and perhaps most volatile
political condition since the 1979 revolution.
The Biden Administration is committed to revisiting the Iran nuclear agreement from which President Trump
withdrew the U.S. Initial negotiations were mired in seemingly irreconcilable opening positions. Iran wants the
U.S. to drop all economic sanctions before returning to the table, denying any diplomatic leverage to Washington.
The U.S. initially insisted that Iran return to 2015 levels of uranium enrichment, constrain its ballistic missile
development, and cease its regional “grey zone” military operations that undermine stability in Middle East
countries. The White House is clear-eyed that Iran will continue to undermine the sovereignty of the Iraqi
government, to pursue a permanent military presence in Syria, to destabilize Yemen, to finance military proxies
via Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza, and to openly threaten and call for the destruction of Israel.
The key question is whether these malign activities will prevent the Biden Administration from agreeing to lift
sanctions in order to commence new negotiations.

Japan — Pivotal to preserving balance
in a tense and strategic region
Iran, Saudi Arabia, and other key gulf states are utterly dependent upon free and open shipping from their
Persian Gulf and Red Sea ports to deliver their vast oil and natural gas supplies to Asian customers. Those
routes, upon which the maintenance of the liberal rules-based international order is dependent, cross south of
India and east towards the narrow Strait of Malacca at the confluence of Singapore, Indonesia, and Malaysia,
and through the South China Sea to major consumers China, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan.
This broader Indo-Pacific region is the wealthiest, most militarized, and most populous in the world. The most
important Asian defender of this peaceful and prosperous order is Japan — the world’s fifth-largest oil consumer,
fourth-largest crude oil importer, and the world’s largest importer of liquefied natural gas in 2019, according to the
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA). This economic powerhouse also has one of the mightiest militaries in
the world. The Japanese Self-Defense Force is generally considered among the top five in the world. Amid China’s
major military force buildup, continued Russian military activities in East Asia, and North Korea’s growing missile
arsenal, Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga intends to significantly accelerate Japan’s defense capability upgrades.
Suga is the first foreign leader President Biden invited to the Oval Office, reflecting the great importance
Washington places on its strategic alliance with Tokyo. President Biden underscored unwavering U.S. support
for Japan’s defense — including nuclear capabilities — under the U.S.-Japan Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and
Security. The White House noted that the treaty applies to Japan’s uninhabited Senkaku Islands, which China
has contested for both sovereign claims and nearby undersea oil and gas reserves.

Prime Minister Suga is the first foreign leader invited to the Oval Office by President Biden,
reflecting the great importance Washington places on its strategic alliance with Tokyo.
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Their joint statement focused more on what the U.S. and Japan support — “a rules-based approach to regional
and global order founded on universal values and common principles, and to cooperation with all those who
share in these objectives” — than what they oppose — “the challenges from China” to a free and open IndoPacific, to peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait, and to freedom and respect for human rights in Hong
Kong, Xinjiang, and Tibet.
Washington and Tokyo are eager to demonstrate to Beijing that democratic powers, not authoritarians, will set
the geopolitical and commercial rules governing Asia and the world economy. At the same time, Japan is careful
not to heedlessly provoke China — its largest export market and third-largest trading partner. Japan is also
China’s third-largest source of foreign investment. In 2019, one thousand new Japanese companies were
established in China and total Japanese foreign direct investment there exceeded $115 billion. Similarly, China’s
trade relationship with the other Asian powerhouse has surpassed that between the U.S and India. Despite
their bloody conflict along their Himalayan border, and rising anti-China sentiment throughout Indian society,
two-way trade between China and India in 2020 stood at $77 billion — growing steadily for nearly two decades.

India — The other Asian colossus
India is a nuclear power with more than one billion people, the world’s fourth-highest GDP, and a strong navy to
protect its access to Middle Eastern energy markets—as it obtains 22% of its oil imports from Iraq and another
37% from Saudi Arabia and other regional exporters, according to the Energy Information Administration (EIA).
Widely considered the only large country that can plausibly become the “next China,” the government of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has stalled on the critical economic reforms needed to modernize the large,
but inefficient and bureaucratically stifled economy.
Along with Japan, Australia, and the U.S., India is a partner in the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, a coalition of
Asian maritime powers preserving freedom of navigation and the rules-based order. President Biden convened the
“Quad” as his first multilateral summit in March, with emphasis not on security, but on COVID vaccines distribution,
emerging technologies, and climate change. This deliberate strategy intended to communicate to Beijing that such
cooperation between Asia’s major democracies is not designed with a China containment objective but rather a
mutually beneficial one. However, the more the Quad focuses on security in the future will be due exclusively to
China’s excessive territorial and maritime claims and aggressive actions against its neighbors.

India is a partner in the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, a coalition of Asian maritime
powers preserving freedom of navigation and the global rules-based order.
India’s main value to the U.S. is as an independent democratic Asian power. The Biden Administration has no
interest in taking on new security obligations in the Himalayas, or between India and Pakistan in the Kashmir
dispute. Washington and New Delhi are also careful to avoid bilateral friction over concerns that Modi’s
government is becoming increasingly reactionary and majoritarian, favoring Hindu rights over the sizable Muslim
majority. The White House is treading carefully, given President Biden’s renewed emphasis on worldwide human
rights promotion as a cornerstone of his foreign policy. He stands vulnerable to charges of double standards
given the emphatic criticism of Beijing’s treatment of its minorities if New Delhi is given a relatively free pass.
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New visions for the next order
With the U.S.-led liberal rules-based international order at stake, the Biden Administration’s foreign policy
continues to take shape. Beijing and Moscow concluded long ago that a world in which China and Russia
generally acquiesced to U.S. leadership, as they largely did in the 1990s and 2000s, was no longer tenable.
They did not draft or devise this order, nor did they have a say in its viability or implementation. They have
rejected it, and the U.S. is now seeking ways to work with its allies and partners in the global West to preserve
and strengthen it into the future.
The President and his top advisors at the State Department, the Pentagon, and the National Security Council
have openly signaled their preference for persuading China of the benefits to a competitive, but peaceful regional
and global order organized around several essential parameters: pre-eminence, but not dominance, for Beijing
in Asia; an important role for China in the world’s primary institutions; and a predictable commercial environment,
so long as China abides by World Trade Organization and related international trade agreements and rules.
This last stipulation is essential, as the CCP knows that its behavior and trade violations are anathemas to
internationally accepted norms. Rather than adjust and correct accordingly, Beijing has consistently sought to
change those international norms. The Biden strategy can be successful if the U.S. and its allies can credibly
defend that system from the economic, governance, and military threats that China poses, respond to Chinese
violations forcefully, and impose serious costs on the CCP when it violates widely-held international standards.
President Biden’s goal is to convince Xi that challenging the U.S.-led system is too costly to China and the CCP’s
continued rule. Beijing actively seeks to replace and supplant the United States as both the world’s largest
economic and military power, and also as the normative hub of the world of the 21st century. Persuading Beijing’s
Leninist rulers to change course will be difficult to achieve.
However, China is wracked by its own multiple diplomatic vulnerabilities. Except for North Korea, Cambodia, and
perhaps Pakistan, China has no reliable allies on the world stage. It remains highly dependent on world markets
for semiconductors and other key technologies and cannot become a genuinely prosperous and advanced
economy without a greater measure of self-reliance, which today remains elusive. China also remains inordinately
dependent on imports of basic foods to feed its billion-plus population, for energy to power its colossal industrial
infrastructure, and for mineral commodities essential to developing its technology sector. Existing U.S. tariffs on
China will remain in place for now, but that likely has more to do with the President’s domestic Democratic Party
priorities than with specific geopolitical objectives.
Accordingly, the global West is facing geopolitical and economic shifts and dislocations on a scale unseen in
decades. Russia’s massing of troops on the Ukraine border as China simultaneously stepped up violations of
Taiwanese waters and airspace is just the most recent example.
The Biden Administration and Congress will need to prepare the U.S. and its allies for a multi-generation strategic
competition, especially if China grows more nationalistic and geopolitically assertive under Xi’s leadership. The
White House may have to engage sooner in “high diplomacy” with China that focuses on the strategic issues of
war and peace, leaving issues such as cooperation on nonproliferation and climate change for deputy secretaries
and ministers, rather than principals, to negotiate.
National Intelligence Director Haines explained to Congress that “the world will face more intense and cascading
global challenges,” with geopolitical tension between the U.S. and its allies on one side, and China and Russia
on the other. This current phase of “managed strategic competition” seems destined to only intensify in the
months and years ahead, offering little clarity and many opportunities for upending the essential order of the
past three decades.
The question confronting the U.S. and its European and Asian allies today, and in the years ahead, remains:
“Are we ready to meet, and respond with force as needed, to that competition?”
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